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Abstract
A method for momentum correction of a selected beam
particle using a controllable induction voltage modulator
is proposed for a low flux ion beam. The corrected ion
beam has a small momentum error restricted by a detection
error at a kinetic energy analyzer and a voltage fluctuation
at the induction voltage modulator. Numerical simulation
indicates that the scheme using a multi-turn correction in a
storage ring can considerably reduce the requirement of the
amplitude and the tolerance level of the correction voltage.

INTRODUCTION
Radioactive isotope (RI) beam is important for developing nuclear physics studies on reactions and properties
of unstable nuclei [1]. At GSI and RIKEN facilities, such
mass spectroscopy experiments using rare and unstable RI
beams are planned in the near future [2, 3, 4]. RI beams
produced by projectile fragmentation in heavy ion collision are collected by RI beam separators [5]. It is predicted
that typical production rates of the secondary beams are
low as 1 to 1000 s −1 , so that the RI beam must be efficiently utilized for experiments. The quality of RI beam
is the most important parameter for the injection into the
storage ring and for the guidance to the experimental apparatus. Such RI beam separator has a rather large acceptance
in the transverse plane and momentum spread for the rare
RI collection. Since the storage ring and the experimental
setup have a finite acceptance, the injection and guidance of
the RI beam with large transverse emittance and large momentum spread must be regulated. For the improvement of
transverse emittance, individual trajectory correction and
individual injection schemes were proposed [6]. The parameters of each RI are measured individually, and the particle trajectory can be corrected by a fast kicker system.
Although it is expected that the trajectory of beam particle is transversely corrected using the scheme and the RI
beam is efficiently injected into the storage ring, the large
momentum spread still remains during the transport and injection.
Induction voltage modulator, which is based on a voltage adder configuration, can make arbitrary waveform.
The induction voltage module, which has a precise waveform controllability and a high repetition rate, is developed
[7, 8]. Since the operation of induction voltage modulator is based on solid-state power devices, we can apply the
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voltage to a charged particle beam in a controllable manner.
We propose a selected momentum correction method of
each charged particle using the induction voltage modulator. When the momentum error from the destination energy
of the selected particle is detected, the induction voltage
modulator can individually kick the particle for the momentum correction. The repeating operation of the method
brings the rapid reduction of the momentum error. Using
the proposed scheme, the momentum error of each charged
particle is corrected, and we will be able to use the cooled
beam for the above purposes.

SELECTED MOMENTUM CORRECTION
METHOD
Figure 1 shows the outline of this scheme. The partiE
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Figure 1:
scheme.

Outline of selected momentum correction

cle energy can be detected by an analyzer at the entrance
of beam transport line. The discrepancy of particle energy
from the destination value is given by the information from
the analyzer. For compensation of the detected energy difference, the induction modulator can apply the correction
voltage. Consequently, the particle energy is corrected one
by one to the destination energy, and the momentum error
approaches to zero, rapidly. Using the proposed scheme,
we can control the longitudinal momentum of the beam
particle, efficiently. This selected momentum correction
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Ec = Ei + qV,

(1)

where Ei is the initial particle energy before the gap of
induction unit and q is the charge state of the particle. The
applied voltage is assumed as V = V ind +∆Vf , where Vind
is the voltage from the induction modulator and ∆V f is
the fluctuation of voltage applied by the induction module,
respectively.
Using the analyzer based on the time-of-flight (TOF)
method [9], we are able to determine the particle energy
with a somewhat high accuracy. However the analyzer
has an error from the true value of the particle energy.
As a result, the analyzed particle energy E a is given as
Ea = Ei + ∆Ea , where ∆Ea is the error at the analyzer.
The voltage required at the induction modulator is determined by
qVind = Ed − Ea ,
(2)
where Ed is the destination particle energy. Figure 2 shows
the relations between the particle energy, the voltage applied by the induction module, and the destination energy,
respectively. Here the voltage applied by the induction
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Figure 2: Particle energy modulated by an induction voltage modulator for V = V ind + ∆Vf < Vlimit , (a) at the
analyzer and (b) after the induction voltage modulator.
module is assumed as V = Vind + ∆Vf < Vlimit , which
is the voltage limitation of the induction module. As an
ideal situation without any fluctuations and errors, the condition of Ed = Ec is satisfied, i.e., qVind = Ed − Ei .
In this case, the modulated particle energy is replaced by
Ec = Ei + q (Vind + ∆Vf ), for |Ed − Ea |  qVlimit .
Figure 3 shows the estimated voltage required to the induction module for the momentum correction.
Substituting Eq. (2) to Eq. (1), the modulated particle
energy is rewritten by E c = Ed − ∆Ea + q∆Vf . From

|q Vind /A| [MV]
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Figure 3: Voltage required at induction modulator as a
function of particle energy per nucleon at each momentum
error before the correction.
Ec = Aec and Ed = Aed , we normalize the equation as
ec = ed −

∆Ea
qVind ∆Vf
ed +
,
Ed
A Vind

(3)

where A is the atomic mass number of the beam ion. As
written in Eq. (3), the corrected particle energy is restricted
by the voltage fluctuation of induction module and the error given at the particle energy analyzer. The corrected momentum error is defined by


Ec
Ed

by induction module

scheme together with the individual trajectory correction
also provides us a novel method of fast beam cooling.
The voltage applied by induction modulator can regulate
each particle energy. The relation between the corrected
particle energy E c and the applied voltage V is

Normalized voltage required
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where ec = Ec /A is the corrected particle energy per nucleon.
Using random numbers we calculate the momentum error after the correction. The random number simulates the
error at the analyzer and the voltage fluctuation at the induction module. From Eq. (3), we can calculate the corrected particle energy including the detection errors and
voltage fluctuations. It is assumed that the random numbers
have a normal distribution. Figure 4 shows the rms value
of the corrected momentum error versus the analyzing error and voltage fluctuation. When the analyzing error ratio
∆Ea /Ed is large ( > 0.1 % ), the corrected momentum error is independent of the amplitude of the voltage fluctuation. Figure 4 indicates that to get the corrected momentum
error less than 10 −5 , the voltage fluctuation should be suppressed less than 0.1 %, when the analyzed error is less than
10−5 . In practice, the voltage control at fluctuation less
than 1 % is difficult under the high voltage pulsed-power
operation. The corrected momentum error is substantially
limited by the voltage fluctuations at the induction module.

MULTI-TURN OPERATION IN A RING
Although the solid-state semiconductor devices have
good controllability for the trigger timing, the operation at
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rms Momentum Error after Correction [%]
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Fig. 5, the momentum error of the beam rapidly approaches
to zero. The rms value of the final momentum error after
50 laps is 5.29 × 10−5 for the calculation of 10000 test
particles at the total flight time of 30 µs.
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Figure 4: Corrected momentum error as a function of detection error at analyzer and voltage fluctuation of induction modulator. The particle energy per nucleon is assumed
as 100 MeV/u. The initial momentum error is −1 %.
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